STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

OVERVIEW

Preparation
Pre-class: Divide students into stakeholder groups and assign readings by group. The students should read the assigned materials (follow supplementary links/URLs for further insight) and do some of their own research to gain greater understanding about the perspective, influence and points of leverage for the assigned role.

Stakeholder Groups:
1. UN Women (International Level Discourse)
2. Fiji Women’s Rights Movement (National Level)
3. Fijian National Government (National/UN Climate Discourse)
4. Village Women (Local)
5. Village Leadership (Men) (Local)

Questions for Stakeholders:
1. What is the mission of your stakeholding group?
2. What does equality look like for your group?
3. Who holds you accountable?
4. How do you implement your mission?
5. What is your ideal relocation plan? Why? How?
6. Based on the concept map, how does your stakeholding group mend those broken feedback loop relationships?